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S1: Simple Prerequisite Solving Example

Figure S1 shows the prerequisite costs of a simple network being solved in two iterations. The

network contains nine molecules (A, B, D, E, F, H, L, Y, and Z) and ten reactions:

1. A → B, φ = 6

2. A → D + E, φ = 1

3. A → Z + Y, φ = 2

4. A → F, φ = 4

5. Z → B, φ = 3

6. D + B → L, φ = 1

7. E + Z → F, φ = 2
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8. Y + Y → L, φ = 4

9. B + B → H, φ = 3

10. L + F → H, φ = 1

Reactions 6-10 are all Type III, and thus involve prerequisite costs. Note that for reactions 8

and 9, both reactants are the same species. Thus, these two reactions can each be represented with

one reaction node with the relevant prerequisite cost instead of two.

We define specie A as our starting molecule and specie H as our target molecule. Our goal is to

find the shortest path from A to H, along with its associated cost. We must first solve all necessary

prerequisite costs. Our network begins with all PR costs set to zero (Fig. S1 I). We then check the

shortest path from A to H to determine if unsolved PR costs remain. The highlighted shortest path

has a cost of three but does indeed contain unsolved PR costs for species B and F, as indicated

by the red outlines of the PR costs. We determine all minimum PR costs by finding the shortest

paths from A to each other species in the network (Fig. S1 II). We identify that the shortest paths

to species D, E, Z, Y, and B contain no unsolved PRs, while the shortest paths to species L and F

do contain unsolved PRs - B and Z, respectively. At this point, L, F, and H remain unsolved, as

denoted by the red X, while the other five species are solved, as denoted by the blue checks.

Following the first iteration of PR solving, we update the PR costs in our network (Fig. S1

III) and repeat the procedure. The new highlighted shortest path from A to H takes a different

route through the network due to the updated PR costs. It has a cost of seven and contains one

unsolved PR cost for species L. We then identify the shortest paths from A to L and from A to F,

which remained unsolved after the previous iteration. We find new minimum costs of seven and

four, respectively (Fig. S1 IV), along paths that contain no unsolved PRs. Thus, L and F are now

also solved, as denoted by the blue checks. We then update these two PR costs in our network

(Fig. S1 V) and find the new shortest path from A to H has a minimum cost of 12. This path

contains no unsolved PRs (Fig. S1 VI), so we have achieved our goal.

While the three highlighted shortest paths from A to H obtained at different iterations of

PR solving initially appear distinct, they are actually all the same path and all have a cost of

12 once PRs are solved. This is not always the case, but in this example, all three highlighted
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Figure S1: Simple prerequisite cost solving example. I. Initial network with all PR
costs set to zero where the initial shortest path from our reagant, A, to our target, H, is
highlighted. II. One iteration of the PR solving procedure. III. Network with updated
PR costs following the first iteration. IV. Second cost update iteration. V. Network with
updated PR costs following the second iteration. VI. Solved total cost for the shortest path
from A to H.
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paths fundamentally describe the same sequence of reactions. The highlighted path from A to H

in Fig. S1 V includes PR costs for species D and F as part of reactions 6 and 10, respectively.

Thus, in addition to this ”main path”, we are also implicitly traversing from A to D, as in the

highlighted path of Fig. S1 I, such that the main path can move from B to L via reaction 6. We

are also implicitly traversing from A to F, as in the highlighted path of in Fig. S1 III, such that

the main path can move from L to H via reaction 10. These implicit supplementary traversals are

captured by the prerequisite costs. The optimal series of reactions that yield H from a reservoir of

starting molecule A are entirely identical if the main path goes through species node B and pays the

prerequisite cost of D or if the main path goes through species node D and pays the prerequisite

cost of B. Either way, reaction 6 is included in the reaction sequence. The fact that all paths

which describe the same sequence of reactions have the same cost after PR solving is precisely the

chemical consistency that our graph architecture was developed to enforce.

S2: Reaction Network Construction and the Cost Func-

tion

In order to construct a reaction network with minimal imposed bias, we simulated all unique

subfragments of all principle molecules posited to be potentially relevant to lithium-ion ethylene

carbonate (EC) SEI formation at charges of -1, 0, and +1, yielding 5,979 unique species. Initial

principle molecule 3D structures were constructed by-hand and then optimized to potential energy

surface minima at charges of 0, -1, and +1. Small-scale conformer analysis was also performed

by-hand to ensure that principle molecule geometries were in a plausible low-energy conformation.

Initial fragment geometries were then constructed by enumerating all isomorphically unique con-

nected molecular subgraphs of all optimized principle molecule geometries, where a molecule is

represented as a graph with atoms as nodes and bonds as edges. Each initial fragment geometry

corresponds to a unique molecular graph, and thus no two initial fragments exhibit equivalent

bonding. All initial fragment geometries were then optimized to potential energy surface minima

at charges of 0, -1, and +1. However, while we did not explicitly perform a conformer analysis for
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fragments, many fragment structures changed bonding during optimization, often yielding multiple

isomorphic structures. By only including the structure with the lowest free energy in such cases,

we have obtained some of the benefits of a conformational analysis without imposing additional

computational cost.

We obtained optimized geometries and free energies of each specie using Q-Chem 5.2.2,1 the

ωB97X-V density functional,2 the def2-TZVPPD basis set,3,4 and the SMD implicit solvent model,5

defining a solvent with a dielectric constant of 18.5 (the dielectric constant of a 3:7 ethylene

carbonate-ethyl methyl carbonate solution)6 and all EC short-range parameters.7 Such a high

level of theory was necessary to accurately capture the charged, open-shell, metal-coordinated,

solvated species that make up the vast majority of our network. A reliable description of bond-

ing was obtained by analyzing the electron density critical points with the Critic2 software.8 We

built an advanced workflow infrastructure including automated on-the-fly error correction to en-

sures that all geometries are at true potential energy surface minima and to obtain results in a

reasonable amount of time.9 Overall, the calculations for the preliminary SEI formation reaction

network described here cost over 30 million CPU-hours across both the National Energy Research

Supercomputing Center’s Cori supercomputer and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s

Eagle supercomputer.

With our unique species in hand, we identified the following basic reactions from the bottom

up by comparing species molecular charge and bonding:

• One-electron oxidation/reduction with no change in bonding (Type I, 4434 reactions)

• Intramolecular one-bond breakage/formation (Type I, 1904 reactions)

• Intermolecular/coordination bond breakage (Type II, 54854 reactions)

• Intermolecular/coordination bond formation (Type III, 54854 reactions)

Our approach identified over 116,000 reactions, approximately an order of magnitude more than

any reaction network reported in literature, though without any kinetic barriers at this point. We

set the electron free energy to be -1.897 eV such that the monodentate reduction of Li+EC has a

free energy change of zero, signifying a reductive tipping point. This was a somewhat arbitrary

choice, and it does not impact the relative rankings of the paths we obtain.
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Figure S2: The impact of the constant factor C on the cost function Φ = C+e∆G/kT .
a. Number of iterations required to solve prerequisites as C increases from 0.1 to 1.0. b.
Relative path costs (path costs divided by C) as C increases from 0.1 to 1.0 for the five
shortest paths shown in Figure 4 (which used C = 1) and another path (black) that is entirely
equivalent to the shortest path but with two additional unnecessary ∆G < 0 reactions.

In order to obtain an effective cost from a given reaction free energy change ∆G, we sought to

employ a physically-motivated function that satisfied the following three considerations:

• The cost function should be continuous to avoid discontinuities that could produce unphysical

behavior (for instance, where reactions with ∆G = +0.001 eV and ∆G = −0.001 eV have

vastly different costs despite nearly identical ∆G values).
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• ∆G < 0 reactions should not have such small costs that it becomes facile to add unnecessary

reactions (based on the principle that a simpler reaction path with fewer steps is more likely

than a more complex reaction path with more steps, all other things being equal).

• The prerequisite solving procedure should reach convergence as quickly as reasonably possible.

We use the cost function Φ = C+ e∆G/kT , where C is a constant unitless value that empirically

captures the base cost of performing any reaction independent of its thermodynamics or kinetics.

C also serves as a lower bound on reaction cost, ensuring that the prerequisite solving procedure

can iterate towards convergence and encouraging shorter paths overall.

In order to determine the value of C to use, we investigated values from 0.1 to 5.0. Figure

S2 shows how the number of iterations required to solve the PRs (Figure S2a) and the relative

costs of the shortest paths (Figure S2b) change as a function of C. We only plot up to C = 1.0

because the number of PR solving iterations and the path orderings remain unchanged for larger

values of C. Figure S2b plots relative path cost (path cost divided by C) to more clearly show path

ordering in the absence of the linear increase in absolute cost with increasing C. In addition to the

five paths discussed in the main text, Figure S2b also includes a path, shown in black, which is

entirely equivalent to the shortest path but with two additional unnecessary ∆G < 0 reactions that

together yield Li+ from starting molecules (despite Li+ itself being a starting molecule).

With our choice of C, we seek to ensure that ∆G < 0 reactions are not so low in cost that

they can be added onto other paths to create meaningless duplicates, complicating shortest path

searches. Our investigation revealed that C ≥ 0.5 yields paths in order of their number of exergonic

(∆G < 0) steps (7 - blue, purple, red, and green; 8 - gold; 9 - black). Further, the number of

iterations required to solve prerequisites decreases as C increases until stabilizing at 19 iterations

for C ≥ 0.6. Thus, for the network presented in this work, the specific choice of C at or above 0.6

appears to be essentially arbitrary.

We have chosen to use C = 1 for our standard cost function, equivalent to the value of the

exponential factor for a ∆G = 0 reaction. This choice also enforces that one ∆G = 0 reaction costs

an equivalent amount as two ∆G << 0 reactions, which seems physically reasonable for a purely

thermodynamic network. While we expect the functional form of the cost function to be generally
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transferable between networks, the specific choice of the constant C may need to be evaluated on

a case-by-case basis. However, we note that once costs are based on kinetic barriers, as would be

more accurate and realistic, the value of the constant will minimally impact overall costs since the

exponential term will generally dominate.

Besides the four basic classes of reactions identified previously, reactions with two simultaneous

bond changes have been proposed to be important for SEI formation10–13 and thus must be included

in our network to obtain realistic reaction paths. However, reactions with two bonds changing can

have multiple reactants and multiple products and thus require reaction node motifs beyond Types

I, II, and III introduced previously. Since we now have viable representations for multiple reactants

(Type III) and multiple products (Type II), we can trivially construct a representation for any

number of reactions and any number of products. The most common such reaction would be of

the form A + B → C + D, which we will define as Type IV. A diagram of the Type IV graph

representation is shown in Figure S3.

In order to avoid a combinatorial explosion of two-bond reactions, we have included only those

reactions that are likely to have an impact on the prominent reaction paths. Specifically, we

only include those two-bond reactions that avoid an endergonic step (Figure S4). By combining

two reactions, the first endergonic and the second exergonic, the cost of traversing the two-bond

reaction becomes substantially less than sequentially traversing the component one-bond reactions.
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We ignore two-bond reactions that are overall endergonic, as such reactions are thermodynamically

unfavorable and unlikely to proceed. We also ignore two-bond reactions where a single atom other

than lithium is the endergonic intermediate. Lithium is excepted both because it is a starting

molecule and because it is expected to change its coordination environment in the electrolyte and

in the SEI to allow for diffusion. No other single-atom “hopping” reactions have been previously

proposed or reported to be relevant to any SEI formation mechanisms or reaction pathways, which

we take as a justification of this exclusion. Using these criteria, considering only exergonic, non-

hopping two-bond reactions which skip an endergonic intermediate, we identify 4.35 million two-

bond reactions in total, with over 99.5% being Type IV.

Our final network after the addition of two-bond reactions contains 19,713 Type I reactions,

55,609 Type II reactions, 61,124 Type III reactions, and 4,333,996 Type IV reactions, for a total

of 4,470,442 reactions.

Despite attempts to minimize imposed bias during network construction, our bottom-up re-

action identification approach and the scope of our calculations are inherent limitations, though

our representation and pathfinding approach remain general and unbiased. We cannot guarantee

that every possibly relevant specie is present in our network, since we only simulated charges of

-1, 0, and 1, only simulated singlet and doublet spin multiplicities, and performed very limited

conformational sampling. Further, we did not account for more complex reaction mechanisms be-

yond two simultaneous bond changes, such as concerted dissociative redox or reactions in which
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more than two bonds change simultaneously, given that billions of reactions would be identified

if we included such reactions. We also have not calculated reaction transition states, which are

needed to confirm a reaction’s existence and to get more accurate reaction costs. However, despite

the inherent challenges in constructing a massive electrochemical reaction network, we stress that

our novel multi-reactant representation and iterative prerequistite solving procedure are entirely

general and can allow optimized shortest path algorithms to be applied to any reaction network,

thereby enabling the construction and analysis of far larger networks than ever before and thus

making the analysis of far more complex systems possible.

The Q-Chem data set and Python code used to generate and analyze the reaction network will be

made publicly available in the coming months to both ensure that our results are reproducible and

allow our chemically consistent graph architecture to be used by the community. The publication

of this manuscript is a key step towards our planned public release.
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